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About This Game

In space no one can hear you KREEP...

Operation KREEP is a two-dimensional top-down couch co-op multiplayer action game. An extraterrestrial organism threatens
deep space exploration missions! Only trained personnel working as a team can eliminate these infestations. But, the corporation

financing the space endeavor has a private mail for you:
Cold hard cash for the alien alive!

Which side will you choose?

Features:

Engage in a frantic local multiplayer action game (offline 1-4)

Play single player matches against AI agents

Fight in a dozen of arenas and pick from multiple player skins

Try out various game rule mutators to take part in hilarious matches

Decide, with or against your friends?!
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Both keyboard and controller support
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operation kreep

REALLY REALLY GOOD!

Undo would be nice
Layers would be nice
Using objects lying around as stencils would be cool
Would like to be able to paint on everything I see
Maybe a Share button'

Looks great
Bumped out brick walls is awesome to paint on
Runs smooth
Great toolset
Better then Vivespray by far

If your thr creative artist type you will love this title!

I got to paint a wall with two other artists on multiplayer. We hung out for 3 hours painting and talking and having fun........really
cool.

HTC Vive. A fun, classic 4x experience. Customize your race, research tech, expand your empire, conquer the galaxy. Detailed
ship design and a very large variety of unit types and roles add to the nuances of your empire building. The graphics are dated,
but the underlying game is very solid. Well worth picking up for any fan of the genre or the franchise.. Gave a negative review
before because the local coop did not work, but the developer fixed it quickly.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B8dL_OFZe6k. Late game gets a bit more fun but most people wont get there as the basic
gameplay is so repetitive, tedious and NOT FUN!!! Too much mindless clicking and not enough fun management IMHO.
Lovely collection of locos with a great variety of liveries, good sounds and nice gameplay. The Warship especially gets a big
thumbs up.. I thought I was pretty good until the first boss laid me out a few dozen times. There's more positioning and tactical
strategy than the average 2D shooter. Rather than holding down a button or frantic clicking it's more about timing when\/where
you deploy your bots and use special abilities. The pace is moderate to fast. The bosses provide a good challenge (judging by the
first one).. This brings me back to WC3 tower defense, with upgraded graphics and an easy to navigate UI. All pros in my book.
It has one of the most superb maze pathing guides I have ever seen. Ever wondered what path the enemy will take if you put a
tower at location x? Well it clearly shows you what will happen, before you place the tower down. Every tower defense game
should have this.

I just can't rate this with a thumbs up, as it seems v1 has released, but yet, towers only have 1 level, and I can't help, but feel this
will get boring fast, with so few tower varieties. This just kind of screams beta to me?

Here is my suggestion, unless this game gets more tower levels and variety, consider buying it for 10$, and in worst case
scenario refund it. I'll be back at some point, and hope to see ++betaContent

Unrelated note, my firewall keeps bugging me, about this game wanting to reach out to the internet, even though I'm on single
player, after denying it a few times, the game crashes.
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Fun game, a little short, but the use of dream-photographic-memory is a lovely twist!

The thing that most impressed me about Dream Chamber is all the original jazz and swing music- really catchy and gave the
game a very definite mood- and worked beautifully with the art deco styling.

A good range of puzzles, easy and hard and an interesting story\/case. I especially enojyed the conversations becoming battles
where you fire a catapult at a castle- that was unexpected but an entertaining way of expressing whether things were going well!

I thought the female voice overs were especially fab!. This is a bad game, I loading in two difernts computers and this can´t
runing. I can see that this game is a beta, a bad beta.. The music was on point, it created such a creepy atmosphere and I did find
myself getting emotionally invested in trying to promote the wellbeing of the main characters despite how short it was. This is
how a short VN should be done. :). I want my money back.... I liked the concept of the game, I really did. Running around
feeling like some parkour master above the clouds. One major selling point is the grappling hook however, which brings me to
say no to the game, because of it infuriating me whilst playing the game. The grappling hook just feels weird using, it's way too
hard to connect with your curser, the auto aim works a few times, but there's often times where the auto aimer tells you that it's
going to connect, then it doesn't. A lot of times it feels as though it has a longer range then it has, making you having to repeat
the same obstacle for ten minutes, just because of the grappling hook screwing you over. It's a good and pretty relaxing game,
but over all, my experience with the grappling hook just made me not want to launch it again.. Steam Awards Nomination
Committee 2018. Old but gold. ITS♥♥♥♥♥♥ALL I GET IS A BLACK SCREEN AND I CAN MOVE AND DRIVE BUT I
CANT SEE WHERE IAM GOING DONT GET IT WAS OF MONEY ITS♥♥♥♥♥♥AF. best game I have ever played. Story
made me cry and have sex
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